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In those places in this world where it is warm most 
of the time one has a different relationship with 
the cold than in those places where winter lasts for 
months. In northern Europe, people feel threate-
ned by the cold. They first and foremost associate it 
with illness, pain and death, the absence of colors, 
field crops, fresh-air pleasures. They withdraw into 
their caves, which are well braced against the cold, 
wrap themselves up, numbed, occupy themselves 
with all kinds of rituals, and basically constantly 
long for it to finally get warm again.

However, further to the south, where it is 
warm most of the time, indeed, even somewhat too 
warm, one hardly associates the cold with anything 
threatening. On the contrary: it is a luxury, feeling 
slightly chilly a sought-after state, a comfort that 
one has to create most of the year with great effort 
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and a great deal of energy. Hence when there is 
cool air at no charge for a couple of days, inclu-
ding for those who cannot usually afford air-con-
ditioned zones, then it is surely no reason to break 
out in a panic.

But although people from the south are not af-
raid of the cold, they have clammy hands neverthe-
less. And so they do what people have already been 
doing for thousands of years: they start a fire and 
blissfully stretch out their fingers in the direction 
of the flames. 

A thick fog has hung over Lucknow since the 
beginning of the year; it even seems to swallow the 
exhaust gases of the megapolis. Day after day, the 
thermometer fluctuates back and forth between 
three and eight degrees. At every corner, in front 
of businesses, behind market stalls, near the guard-
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houses, in the parks, next to the food stalls and 
chai cookers – small fires are burning everywhere. 
Not only is wood or coal burned, but also leaves or 
cardboard, plastic, fabric, pieces of rubber tires, or 
newspaper. The smoke rises up out of thousands 
of small fire pits. It crawls silver upwards along the 
walls coughing dust, dances white through laby-
rinths of blue plastic sheeting, settles gray in the 
cracks of decayed palaces, twists like a ringlet of 
hair through the branches of the mighty mango 
trees, which here and there let their dark green 
leaves hang down. People gather around the fi-
res, most of them organize themselves, only very 
few of them tend exclusively to their own zone of 
warmth. The fires change not only the way people 
behave in the streets. Bodies also move differently 
in the smoke, faces often come across as painted 
or photographed out of focus, sometimes invisible, 
not recognizable, or even more heavily tanned by 
time than usual. A city in which fires burn ever-
ywhere is a different city.

I am standing in front of the Bara Imambara, 
the massive mourning hall that Asaf-ud-Daula, the 
nawab of Awadh, had built in the late eighteenth 
century. It is Friday, and as a non-Muslim I am 

prohibited from entering it. But the rickshaw dri-
vers who wait for believers in front of the entrance 
to the grounds who want to be chauffeured home 
have invited me to stand at their fire. I linger there 
with them for a moment and stretch out my hands 
in the direction of the flames. A fire is shared diffe-
rently than a meal, for instance. People collectively 
turn away from the world, more like during a pray-
er. One does not have to say anything – nothing is 
lacking if words are not spoken. One man tries to 
take a selfie with me. But he practically has to hold 
his phone in the flames in order to get both of us 
in the picture, and that is too precarious for him.

It is actually a pity – we have so professional-
ly armed ourselves against the winter in the north 
that we no longer have to light fires in the streets. 
At these small hearths of warmth one experiences 
oneself – something that otherwise only happens 
in disasters – as a part of a band of people who 
flock together in order to better defy the attacks 
of nature.

Translated from German by Rebecca van Dyck.
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